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2 FOREST BASED INDUSTRY AT A GLANCE
Serbia has the potential to become the preferred country for foreign investments in the wood and furniture sector. The wood processing and furniture industry comprises 2,182 companies employing 22,965 workers. More than 90% of enterprises are privately owned and mainly located in the central areas of Serbia. The majority of these companies deal in timber (1,504), while the rest are engaged in furniture production (678). The sector’s share in Serbia’s GDP is 1.4%, while the wood processing industry’s contribution to total export amounts to 5.7%, with an ongoing positive growth trend over the last few years.

Serbia’s extensive experience has fostered a number of highly skilled, qualified workers who make this industry highly competitive. The average gross monthly salary is €570 per worker, €650 for skilled workers and €800-1600 for supervisors. Companies are constantly modernizing their equipment in order to accommodate diverse trends and needs of their customers.

Due to the Free Trade Agreement with Russia, competitive prices of Serbian products have boosted furniture export – this year, furniture export to Russia has been increased by 50% if compared to 2013.

Besides agriculture and food industry, timber and furniture industry is the second most important sector in the country, and had a trade surplus of over €152 million in 2014. When it comes to the export structure, one half of exported products belong to the furniture industry and the other half comprises sawn timber and other wood products.

Over the past decade, Serbian wood industry highlighted the most attractive sectors for foreign investors. French Tarkett, Italian Ditre and Gruppo Fantoni, Austrian Kronospan and many others have built their factories in Serbia in order to supply not only the local market, but also the EU and the ever growing Russian market.

Forest Based Industry at a Glance
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CHIGO CONTRACT

Chigo Contract Ltd. was founded in 2005. The main activity is production of furniture and equipment for HO.RE.CA., interior and exterior design, works on all types of furnishing restaurants and shops. We developed and protected our own brand of garden furniture – Chi Chairs.

Technologies
All products are manufactured to meet EU standards and the strictest quality criteria, tested at the University of Belgrade – Faculty of Forestry at the Institute of Testing the Quality of Furniture. All products possess a multi-year warranty for use in the hospitality industry.

Products & Services
We are producing and selling furniture for indoor and outdoor use - armchairs side chairs, barstools, benches, coat stands, tables (table bases and table tops), podiums and garden fences. For the season 2014 we developed Mediterraneo collection - metal furniture made of steel tubes and wooden panels (chairs, barstools, tables, benches).

Certificates
Certificate from the University of Belgrade Faculty of Forestry at the Institute of Testing the Quality of Furniture.

Collaboration Opportunities
Export, import, production.

DIV COMPANY

Initially founded in 1999, as DIV wood industry Vucetic, in 2005 company expanded its core business from production and sale of sawn wood to final processing of furniture, drying and steaming of sawn timber and production of parquet. In 2007 the company entered into a strategic partnership with the company “Chabros International Group” and became “DIV Chabros wood industry LLC”. This was followed with opening of a retail outlet in Loznica where you can find all of our products (flooring, lumber, firewood, pellets, furniture, etc).

Technologies
DIV Company combines advanced technology, cutting, drying and processing of wood. Our products of wood panel, doors and other interior elements were made with special attention to every detail to fit and finish and for every work we use only the highest quality materials.

Products & Services
Our products are sawn wood, parquet and flooring, panel, furniture, doors and windows, pellets.

Certificates
FSC – STD-40-004 V2.1 Chain of Custody(COC).
JUGOINSPEKT certificates about quality of pellets 03.32.24.

Collaboration Opportunities
Interest of our company is cooperation with potential partners in:
• investments in the production of furniture;
• the higher exports and finding larger international markets;
• higher sales and cooperation with more another different wood company.

www.chigo.rs · office@chigo.rs
T: +381 21 446 505 · M: +381 64 6414 710
Gronicarska 15, 21 000 Novi Sad, Serbia

www.divrs.com · info@divrs.com
T: +381 15 7100 022
Petra Komarcevica 5b, Loznica, Serbia
GIR

Company GIR Ltd., established in 1993, is engaged in production and distribution of oak wood furniture, as well as launching projects in interior design and architecture. Since 2001, GIR has been producing massive oak furniture, wherein the entire production is placed worldwide via its foreign partner Ethnicraft (Belgium).

Technologies
GIR Ltd. possesses the most modern equipment for processing oak wood and furniture production, CNC machinery for highly precise operations, as well as high-quality surface protection.

Products & Services
GIR Ltd. is the leading exporter of massive oak furniture. GIR’s production range includes cupboards and sideboards, tables, chairs, office furniture, bedroom and anteroom furniture, as well as bathroom furniture.

Certificates
GIR Ltd. operates in accordance with the integrated quality management system, environmental protection, as well as occupational safety and health, that is, it has implemented standards ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007. The company also has introduced and established FSC CoC standard.

Collaboration Opportunities
GIR has its own technical and technological team to work on the newest softwares, as well as on development of new items. Using the most modern equipment leads to productivity increase and additional capacity for furniture production, which enables GIR to always be prepared to meet clients’ requests.

DUNAV APATIN

Our company was founded in 1946, and has been successfully producing kitchen furniture. Today we are focused on production of dining furniture. Our entire product range is exported to the German market, which means that we are fulfilling the standards of the European Union. The company employs about 45 employees.

Technologies
Solid wood processing, production of panel furniture, production of chipboard furniture, production of veneer furniture.

Products & Services
Product range includes: tables, chairs, corner benches and corner dining groups.

Certificates
In 2013 we acquired the FSC-COC certificate and FSC-C117097.

Collaboration Opportunities
The company cooperates with many manufacturers. All our endeavors are focused on the expansion of foreign markets in Austria and Russia.
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INB

INB Bajmok a.d. is a factory which manufactures furniture from solid beech, and the most represented are chairs, tables and club tables.

Technologies
We are fully equipped for any kind of work with beech, and as far as making table tops of veneered (which are made chipboard, veneered MDF and plywood) is concerned, we have CNC machine, press for veneering and tillage plywood, cutting, edging and drilling.

Products & Services
Chairs, tables and club tables, and reparation of old furniture.

Certificates
We are currently in the process of introducing ISO 9001 and FSC, and all of our items have certificates of manufacturing quality issued by the Faculty of Forestry in Belgrade.

Collaboration Opportunities
Currently we export to the markets of neighboring countries and the Russian market, and with the recruitment of additional employees, and introduction of regular second and third shift, we would be able to expand our capacities.

www.inbajmok.com · inb@inbajmok.com
T: +381 24 762 568
Strosmajerova 14, 24 210 Bajmok, Serbia

HOOKL UND STOOL

HOOKL und STOOL is a new manufacturer and editor of contemporary design furniture, lighting and small objects. In every pure handmade piece we make, you can feel and enjoy in tradition of craftsmanship and experience we have in solid wood. As a design editor, HOOKL und STOOL carefully selects outstanding craftsmen and manufacturers of metal parts, hand woven textile and hand blown Bohemian crystal, combining it with the solid wood. We work exclusively with talented designers in order to provide quality, original and functional products for the high end, residential and contract markets.

Technologies
HOOKL und STOOL furniture is made of carefully selected sorts of solid wood as walnut, elm, cherry, pear and acacia. Our artisans use only natural waxes and oils for wooden finishing. Likewise, all other materials used for our products like upholstery, leather, fur, metal, glass and concrete, define supreme quality of handmade finishing.

Products & Services
The collection offers a range of seating, furniture, tables, lighting, occasional furniture, accessories and small decorative objects. HOOKL und STOOL is giving two years of warranty for solid wood part and other materials. With unique code for each piece, our clients are provided with the opportunity of online products tracking, in order to improve client-manufacturer communication and maintenance of the products.

Certificates
HOOKL und Stool used solid wood with FSC standard.

Collaboration Opportunities
HOOKL und STOOL aims at opening its collection to the new markets such as outdoor and contract. In order to achieve this, HOOKL und STOOL starts with new partnerships involving manufacturers and designers in keeping with the brand’s philosophy - combining artisanal craftsmanship with contemporary designs using both traditional crafts and innovative techniques, mixing solid wood with metal, glass, leather, fur, upholstery and concrete.

www.hooklundstool.com · sales@hooklundstool.com
T: +381 63 275 876
Lipovicki put 308b, 11460 Belgrade, Serbia
MOBI FURNITURE

Mobi is a company with several decades of experience in wood processing and furniture making. Our products are made of natural materials with strict quality standards.

**Technologies**
By traditional production from natural and enduring material we make furniture that has to last. The material used are beech and oak solid wood from the old Balkan forests. The paints used are organic-based, textile is made from cotton natural materials without any additional chemicals or other harmful substances.

**Products & Services**
All our products are made of solid wood. Those are: cribs, children’s beds, beds, dining tables, commodes, wardrobe and other products of solid wood.

**Certificates**
EN(747-1 ; 747-2), FSC(Forest Stewardship Council).

**Collaboration Opportunities**
The company Mobi is ready for long-term cooperation with companies from EU and Russia. We guarantee to our partners a sincere and trustworthy cooperation for mutual pleasure and common development.

---

KOLAREVIC

The Kolarevic company, above all, is team of professionals who likes and respect wood, and thus it continually strives to present, in the best possible way, the beauty of wood through good quality processing of it’s surface. The company was formed in 2000, starting as a sawmill, and soon after the production programme has expanded to massive laminated wood finger joint and edge glued panels. After achieving desired quality and mastering the production technology, next expected step was final production of massive solid wood furniture. The knowledge we were acquiring through the years we have proved in the international market, successfully mastering constructive and manufacturing challenges. Ten years of successful work stand behind us.

**Technologies**
CNC machines, automatic painting machines.

**Products & Services**
Massive-wood furniture, massive wood panels, pellets.

**Certificates**
FSC Preparing for ISO 9001.

**Collaboration Opportunities**
15% of the production capacity is free. (Tables, commodes, benches, clubtables, etc.).
SAGA DRVO Ltd., founded 1993, is a manufacturer of FSC certified products: solid wood flooring boards, decking of thermotreated timber, classic parquet and custom made furniture (brand name: GARMANN).

Our floors are made of hardwood species, prevailing: oak, ash, hornbeam and acacia. High quality products, sold throughout Europe and further, flexibility, affordable prices and punctuality are the elements that lead to a content customer, being our prime goal, along with application of strong environmental policies.

Modern production facilities are located about 40 km from the Belgrade, close to a very plentiful raw material source.

Technologies
Latest equipment and machines for primary and secondary wood processing as well as those for furniture making (machine brands: Weinig, Raimann, Buetfering, A.Wirth, Braun, Homag, Primultini, Casoline, Schroeder, ect.).

Products & Services
Solid wood flooring boards, classic parquet and tailor made furniture.

Certificates
FSC, CE.

Collaboration Opportunities
Always looking for a new customers-buyers and distributors, worldwide. Long term cooperation, both on the field of floors and furniture, is the goal we’d like to achieve.

RADOVIC-ENTERIJER

We are family owned company founded in 2004 as the successor of Craft Workshop which existed and successfully operated since 1984 oriented in production of unique pieces of furniture made from solid wood. The primary activity of the company Radović-Enterijer now is the serial production of furniture made of solid wood of beech. At the moment, company employs 80 workers.

Technologies
Business is gradually developed on main principles – quality, innovation and professionalism with improving technical parts of production and organization.

Products & Services
Serial production of dining sets (tables, chairs, benches, armchairs, sideboards, TV stands and display cabinets) and coffee tables; bedroom furniture (beds, nightstands, dressing tables and wardrobes) – all made of combination of solid wood (beech timber) and veneered panels (MDF, plywood).

Certificates
All products are tested and certified by Institute for Furniture Quality Control, Faculty of Forestry, Belgrade, Serbia.

Collaboration Opportunities
We have wide range of products mainly made of solid wood of beech, but we are also equipped and trained to make furniture from other types of wood such as oak or ash, or to develop new product for known customer.
SCS. PLUS

SCS. Plus from Knjazevac was founded in 1997 as a workshop for the production of beech veneer seats and seat backs with 20 employees. Good business politics and high-quality products have enabled permanent growth and development of the company so that, at present, the company employs 120 workers and produces more than 700 models of pressings.

The company launches its products mainly on the EU market. 90% of our products is launched on the German market and those are made for furniture manufacturers.

Technologies
Our main competitive advantage is excellent technical equipment and staff competence which enable a quick manufacturing of the tools according to the demands and technical drawings of a client and the production of high-quality products.

Products & Services
Production program of the company includes a wide range of seats, seat backs, moulded shells, panels and other pieces of furniture with spotless surface prepared even for further coating.

The final processing of furniture includes varnishing, dressing and painting of the HPL surfaces as well as of all kinds of refined veneer depending on the demands of the client.

Certificates
ISO 9001; ISO 14001; ISO 18001; FSC CoC.

Collaboration Opportunities
The mission of the company is reflected, first of all, in satisfying the demands, the needs and the expectations of our clients through permanent broadening of our production program and through constant improvement of our quality.

www.scsplus.co.rs · office@scsplus.co.rs
T: +381 19 730 080
Knjaža Milosa 9, 19 350 Knjazevac, Serbia

ERGOMADE

Ergomade, a company located in Nis, is privately owned and run by a family from Denmark. 25 years of experience, latest technology and focus on quality, made Ergomade what it is now - trusted partner in the institutional furniture industry. The hallmark of the company is simple and minimalist design, especially popular in Scandinavia. Our clients are mainly from Scandinavia, but also Austria, Russia and Faroe Islands. All products are strictly following Scandinavian quality standards and are made of quality wood and steel construction.

Technologies
Ergomade possess the latest CNC technology within the wooden sector. We work with materials such as plywood, melamine, chipboard and MDF. Surfaces like HPL, linoleum and lacquer are standard. Besides that, Ergomade has a steel department with bending machine, welders and powder coating.

Products & Services
Ergomade is producing mainly chairs, tables, closets or special projects within its field of work. In the steel department, Ergomade offers furniture constructions of warm or cold rolled tubes. Mainly chairs and tables for the institutional market.

Certificates
ISO 9001, FSC

Collaboration Opportunities
Ergomade offers final products to customers through the network of distributors. Besides the standard offer, Ergomade also functions as sub-supplier to companies with specific design and requirements. Whether you have the vision of the end product, semi-finished product or you just need small supplies, Ergomade has a solution for you.

www.ergomade.com · info@ergomade.com
T: +381 18 4150 286
Mramorsko brdo bb, 18252 Merosina, Serbia
FORMA IDEALE

Forma Ideale is 100% privately owned company, located in Kragujevac, Serbia and is organized as a group of individual companies with more than 1,300 employees. Forma Ideale concentrates its activity on production, wholesale and retail trade, import and export of furniture and home decor programs. Total production capacity of Forma Ideale is over 1,000,000 furniture units per year. Successful market orientation and stimulating discount policy for our buyers have given us the opportunity to reach leading market share position in Serbia, as well as a significant market share position in the region. Furthermore, the construction of the chipboard plant Kronospan (22km from our production hall) had opened up even better prospects for export increase in the EU, with the overall export increase up to 70% of the annual production program.

Technologies
CNC technology, 50,000 sqm production and warehouse facilities.

Products & Services
Panel and upholstered furniture program. More than 1,500 articles of panel furniture and over 40 articles of upholstered furniture program.

Certificates
Numerous business and quality standard certificates.

Collaboration Opportunities
Wholesale export in EU, CEFTA, CIS markets and elsewhere. Widespread retail in Serbia.

www.formaideale.rs · marketing@formaideale.rs
T: +381 34 308 100
Skladisni centar 13, 34000 Kragujevac, Serbia

JELA JAGODINA

Jela Jagodina Ltd. is one of the largest producers in the particle board furniture production in the Balkan region. We are private, family owned company established in 1991, although our family tradition in furniture production dates from the early seventies. With 150 employees, we are classed as a medium sized company.

Technologies
Jela Jagodina production relies on the lastest generation of German technology by HOMAG Group. In 2014, the production plant was enriched with totally new technology for MDF laminated fronts production, and equipped with a modern technology of German producer Wemhöner. The total space of plants, used for manufacturing purposes is 13,000 sqm, while the show room is 1,000 sqm.

Products & Services
Product range of Jela Jagodina company includes: KIKI youth rooms systems of furniture, KALLA bedrooms, RADDA living rooms and kitchens. All systems feature a large number of different elements, as well as a large number of colors for body and fronts.

Certificates
Our production programs are awarded the EN quality certificates issued by the Laboratory of the Faculty of Forestry in Belgrade, SGS-Belgrade, Euroinspekt-wood control from Croatia and TÜV Standard from Germany. Also, our products have a GOST-R Standard.

Collaboration Opportunities
As a mass producer of standardized products, company is looking for a whole-selling traders all around the world. Also, our cooperation is equally based on a cooperation with furniture trade chains or retail shops.

www.jela.rs · office@jela.rs
T: +381 35 240 860
Kablovska bb, 35000 Jagodina, Serbia

www.formaideale.rs · marketing@formaideale.rs
T: +381 34 308 100
Skladisni centar 13, 34000 Kragujevac, Serbia
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Company Matis Group is a young production company, founded in 2002. It has been derived from the mother company TIS Ltd. from Ivanjica. It is conceived on European standards in organizational and technical sense. Its production consists of serial production of chip-board made furniture, production of upholstered furniture, and manufacture of mattresses and pillows. With optimized safety and technical working conditions, high-quality commercial distribution and cooperation with other members of Matis Group in domestic and foreign markets, the success of company Matis is guaranteed.

Technologies
Following the demands of the market in quality, prices and quantities, technological system of Matis has been projected to meet the most complex demands. So flexible technological process allows the production of a large number of different products in smaller or larger series, with maximum productivity in both cases. Our complete production is made of digitally operated machines from renewed producers. Production system is integrated with transportation systems so the times of processing and extra times are minimized which leads to the maximum productivity in the furniture industry. The system is at this moment made of 4 production lines (3500 sqm), and it is annually renewed and supplemented by new machines of greater capacity and with higher degree of automation.

Products & Services
Main characteristics of Matis products are top quality, modern design, functionality and affordability. Their product lines include: kitchens, tables and chairs, hall units, shoe cabinets, commodes, TV stands, club tables, living rooms, wardrobes, beds, bedrooms, nightstands, toilet mirrors, children’s rooms and computer desks.

Certificates
To prove that quality we have the approval for all our products from the Faculty of Forestry in Belgrade. Our success is the result of the developmental strategy based on the usage of quality materials and modern technology in the production, as well as the highly skilled workforce.

Collaboration Opportunities
Looking for new customers-buyers and distributors, worldwide.

Company Rival Industrija was established in 1993 with the core business of designing and processing of iron and stainless steel. For the past years they have been involved in developing own products based upon customers’ requests, such as: folding furniture for homes and institutions, equipment for fitness and workout in open spaces, children’s appliances for playgrounds and amusement parks and wheelchair ramps for the disabled.

Products & Services
We want to introduce you our program of wall beds and butterfly tables:
• Space saving wall beds, such as:
  - The horizontal single, double and bunk beds;
  - The vertical single and double beds.
Material: iron rectangular tubes performed in electrostatic coating and Melamin faced chipboard - MFC.

Additionally, we offer the personalization of furniture by applying adhesive or printed images onto plane surfaces.
• Folding tables in many variations: butterfly tables, wall tables with two folding legs and desk drawer.

A lot of experiences have enabled us to constantly develop and improve our products, but also to work to satisfy the customers’ requests. We have tried to make every product unique in the market - by design, form, durability, technological solutions and at very reasonable prices for this type of product.

Certificates
ISO 9001, ISO 14001.

Collaboration Opportunities
Our company is seeking partners to represent our products in the EU or business cooperation.

www.matis.rs · office@matis.rs
T: +381 32 651 159
Sume bb, 32250 Ivanjica, Serbia

www.rivalindustrija.rs · slobodan.pavicevic@gmail.com
T: +381 64 1299 438
Novogradska 63a, 11000 Belgrade, Srbija
The company ATLAS Ltd. manufactures high-quality upholstered furniture, as well as the complete furnishing and adaptation of residential and public spaces. The combination of experience of the old masters and new technology makes this furniture unique. Proven design and high-quality Italian leather has resulted in a modern, high-quality product, which is constantly being refined and follows current trends.

Technologies
Technological lines: for production of wooden structures; for cutting and padding; for the production of silicone beads; for cutting leather, fabric and auxiliary materials; lines for leather products in the manufacture of carpets and cushions; production line of fitting covers made of leather or fabric; line of upholstering; final control and packaging.

Products & Services
Basic product is upholstered furniture: sofas for the living room, armchairs, chaise longues, double beds, footstools, poufs, decorative products and more.

Following program: dining and living rooms made of full beech wood.

Company provides mounting and assembling on the spot and the possibility of delivery to the customer, as well as the warranty period of two years and post service.

Certificates
Excellent SME certificate.
Approvals of raw materials and final products.

Collaboration Opportunities
The possibility of increasing production capacity by 50% and the possibility of cooperation with new customers in new and existing markets. Main markets are: ex Yugoslavian republics, EU and Russian Federation. Company has extensive experience in equipping large facilities, like fully equipping of facilities for the Winter Olympics in Sochi.

Super Company Ltd. was founded 20 years ago. Two main production segments are: the mass production of high - quality furniture from chipboard material and manufacturing of steamed beech wooden beds.

We run equally successful dealership in supplying the market with various kinds of raw materials and semi - products, with particular emphasize to the production of scissors and lifting mechanisms for double beds and sofas.

Technologies
The production is precise and meets also the severest requirements of our customers, since there is continuous investment into new technologies. Also, our company implemented all the regulation and standards set by the European Union.

Products & Services
• Furniture from chipboard material (kitchens, living rooms, kid’s rooms, wardrobes, showcases, computer desks).
• Wooden beds of steamed beech.
Catra Home Fashion produces in a very friendly, even familiar atmosphere furniture in manufacture-quality. We are a manufactory of high quality upholstery furniture specialized in leather. Since our establishing in 2004, we export to the German market. Technologies Product development, R&D.

Collaboration Opportunities
We are interested in collaboration with niche market traders for exclusive furniture. Further we are able to do your design with private label.

CATRA HOME FASHION

Casa Italia Ltd. was founded 12 years ago with 100% ownership share of Italian capital, and later transferred into 80% ownership of Serbian investor. Models and design of furniture have been brought from Italy and workers have been trained by Italian experts. Casa Italia was founded in 2002, but commercial production started 2004. During that time, the main focus was on organising production, working on designs, training of employees and market research. Technologies Casa Italia Ltd. manufactures high-quality classic and modern leather and fabric sets, with wooden decorative elements. All materials used in production are of high quality and regularly certified. The structure is made of poplar and beech wood, and the final layer is the first-class Italian leather, and fabric. Products & Services The design of our products is intended for customers of different tastes: from the line of classic design, with wooden applications, gorgeous skin folds, decorative stitches – to modern furniture with straight lines and reduced forms. Sets are available in several variants, such as sofas, two seater sofas, as well as angular variations, small or large sizes, also includes individual pieces such as: armchairs , club sets, coffee tables and bar stools - more than 30 models. Also, it is possible to make of custom model series, on wholesalers demand, custom design and projects. Design was made by Italian designers and modelists, and it is such that Casa Italia has no rival in manufacturing classic and neo-classic models, in Balkan market. Not only that shapes satisfy the highest design and artistic criteria, but also the highest technological and ergonomic criteria. Collaboration Opportunities Today, our products are exported, mainly to Montenegro, Macedonia, Bosnia, Russia, Israel, but they are also sold in Serbia. We need buyers who will recognize our quality and possibilities, and designers and architects who need solid partners to collaborate on their projects of any public or other buildings.

CASA ITALIA HOME FURNITURE

Casa Italia Home fashion produces in a very friendly, even familiar atmosphere furniture in manufacture-quality. We are a manufactory of high quality upholstery furniture specialized in leather. Since our establishing in 2004, we export to the German market. Technologies Product development, R&D.

Collaboration Opportunities
We are interested in collaboration with niche market traders for exclusive furniture. Further we are able to do your design with private label.

CASA ITALIA HOME FURNITURE

Casa Italia Ltd. was founded 12 years ago with 100% ownership share of Italian capital, and later transferred into 80% ownership of Serbian investor. Models and design of furniture have been brought from Italy and workers have been trained by Italian experts. Casa Italia was founded in 2002, but commercial production started 2004. During that time, the main focus was on organising production, working on designs, training of employees and market research. Technologies Casa Italia Ltd. manufactures high-quality classic and modern leather and fabric sets, with wooden decorative elements. All materials used in production are of high quality and regularly certified. The structure is made of poplar and beech wood, and the final layer is the first-class Italian leather, and fabric. Products & Services The design of our products is intended for customers of different tastes: from the line of classic design, with wooden applications, gorgeous skin folds, decorative stitches – to modern furniture with straight lines and reduced forms. Sets are available in several variants, such as sofas, two seater sofas, as well as angular variations, small or large sizes, also includes individual pieces such as: armchairs , club sets, coffee tables and bar stools - more than 30 models. Also, it is possible to make of custom model series, on wholesalers demand, custom design and projects. Design was made by Italian designers and modelists, and it is such that Casa Italia has no rival in manufacturing classic and neo-classic models, in Balkan market. Not only that shapes satisfy the highest design and artistic criteria, but also the highest technological and ergonomic criteria. Collaboration Opportunities Today, our products are exported, mainly to Montenegro, Macedonia, Bosnia, Russia, Israel, but they are also sold in Serbia. We need buyers who will recognize our quality and possibilities, and designers and architects who need solid partners to collaborate on their projects of any public or other buildings.
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EXTRAFORM

Furniture factory Extraform Ltd. was founded in 1984 as a craft workshop for repair of upholstered furniture. Manufacture of its own products started 1986, and the factory grew, in late eighties, into a family-run enterprise with production of cca 4,000 furniture set and 70 employees.

Technologies

Products & Services
Upholstery products in genuine leather and fabric. EU Service standards.

Collaboration Opportunities
Over the last several years Extraform has predominantly been an exporter, selling its products through firms specialized in furniture sale. The firm is flexible and open for cooperation, capable of a quick production adjustment, and increase of production capacities.

www.extraform.rs · info@extraform.rs
T: +381 24 815 161
Karadjordjeva bb, 24400 Senta, Serbia

ĆIMO COMPANY

Ćimo Company was established in 1998. During first ten years our company was only oriented to retail, with three own furniture stores. In 2007 Ćimo Company expanded business to furniture production. Today our production facility has 6,000 sqm, we employ 100 people and produce more than 60 different products. We operate as manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers.

We try to differentiate ourselves by producing modern furniture, with high-quality and special attention to details. We use materials of highest quality, most important being fabric and leather from renowned German and Dutch manufacturers. Customer satisfaction is on top of our priorities, and we believe it is of highest importance for our success in the market.

Products & Services
We produce all kinds of upholstered furniture – sofas, corner sets, double beds, chairs, etc.

Certificates
FSC certificate, FSC-TUEV-COC-000645.

Collaboration Opportunities
We already export our products to majority of surrounding countries, and would like to find new customers in other European countries. Design of our products is very modern and we believe they are very suitable for European markets. We can also produce custom-made products for our customers with their own design.

www.cimo.rs · prodaja@cimo.rs
T: +381 15 832 541
Mike Vitomirovica 70, 15 350 Bogatic, Serbia
PHILIP&CO FILIPOVIĆ

Quality above all is the motto of the family company Philip&Co Filipović from Sremska Mitrovica, established in 1979. We have produced wire spring cores for the needs of furniture and mattress industries since 1996. Our knowledge and experience in the area of production of spring cores for mattresses, together with our desire to offer our customers a better quality product in the area of furniture, were translated into a mattress production plant in 2007.

Over the years, the quality and diversity of products of our company have been proven on the markets of Serbia, European Union, Russian Federation, and surrounding countries. With constant improvement and development, we have become one of the leaders in the production of mattresses in our region. With the selection of raw materials of renowned Italian and world producers, in combination with the production technology of the latest generation, our company has been accomplishing better and better results and becoming renowned and recognisable for the quality of its products year after year.

Products & Services
Mattress and spring unit production.

Collaboration Opportunities
Looking for wholesale and retail companies.

Company Promenada has a 20 years long tradition, and a guarantee of quality and confidence of customers since the company is ranked among the most prominent manufacturers of furniture, equipment and decorative elements in the region.

Technologies
A combination of automatic and manual production.

Products & Services
Complete furnishing, production of furniture (kitchens, wardrobes, tables, chairs, sofas, beds) and complete decoration of the interiors.

Certificates
Quality certificates from the Faculty of Forestry of the University of Belgrade.

Collaboration Opportunities
• Solo furnishing;
• Cooperation with architects;
• Cooperation with Enterijer Jankovic from Novi Sad.

PROMENADA
Simpo is the best-known furniture manufacturer in Serbia with its own logistics and retail network of 48 stores in 4 countries. In this activity, we have the rounded-off production process, from raw materials and intermediate goods to final product, which makes us unique on the European market.

The use of innovative materials, modern technologies and constant development of new functionality, characterize all the members in our group.

Products & Services
We produce all kinds of furniture, mattresses and interior elements, and raw materials.

Certificates

Collaboration Opportunities
The range of products, design, monitoring trends and consumer demands are our best reference in any future partnership with potential business partners.